
The FIRST DECK COATING
that REPAIRS ITSELF

The Deck Coating that 
Responds to its Environment.
Imagine a coating that would actually get 
better with each rainfall, instead of worse. 
Now there is one. Encore’s intelligent, 
self-repairing formula is activated by water, 
fully repairing small holes, cracks, and tears 
within 7 to 12 days of a rainfall. This capabil-
ity prevents moisture intrusion, the cause 
of most coating failures. And yes, we 
guarantee it!

How Encore’s Self-Repairing Technology Works

Encore’s nano-chemistry is dispersed throughout the entire coating, and reacts with water in this way every time, whether the interaction is deep in a crack, or simply 
on the surface where there's no cracks at all. The proprietary technology lies resident in the coating, continually waiting for an opportunity to fortify weaknesses that 
appear in the coating over time.

THE PROBLEM
For most coatings, holidays left from application are vulnerable 
to failure as water undermines adhesion – results in peeling.

REPAIR BEGINS
Step 1: Resin swells, providing an immediate moisture stop.
Step 2: Dormant nano-technology initiates full repair.

Encore’s nano-technology lies dormant until activated by water.
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By DAY 12, coating is repaired and dormant nano-technology 
continues to work for the life of the coating.



ONCE AND DONE
When other deck resurfacing products are in the 
process of failing from moisture intrusion, Encore’s 
self-repairing technology locks out moisture and 
waits behind the scenes to provide the protection 
needed for years of reliability.

Other Features & Bene�ts
• Best-in-Class Dry & Recoat Time. Get back to enjoying 

your deck! Compared to leading brands of deck 
coatings, Encore dries 6-8 times faster, allowing your 
project to be completed faster.

• In�ni-Color Technology. Encore is tinted to ANY color 
under the sun by simply adding one gallon of acrylic 
paint to the 5-gallon kit. In�nicolor-technology 
guarantees a perfect color match.

• Comfortable Slip-Resistant Finish. Encore’s texture 
exceeds ADA minimums for slip-resistance, while 
remaining comfortable to walk on in bare feet. 
Encore is perfect for both residential and 
commercial projects.

• Splinter-Tight Technology. Encore locks down 
dangerous splinters and keeps them down.

• Eco-friendly. Encore is a water-based, low VOC coating 
that cleans up with water.

LIFETIME WARRANTY!
Encore is guaranteed for as long as you own 
your home. What other deck product protects 
your investment like Encore? Get the best deck 
coating technology for about $1/square foot! 
No other product compares in performance 
or value! Commercial projects come with a 
10-year warranty.

See EncoreCoatings.com for complete details.

For more on this 
breakthrough product
visit us on the web!

www.encorecoatings.com
Tech Support
888.776.2242

ADD 1 GALLON OF 
ACRYLIC PAINT TO TINT


